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The paint.net plugin, which was originally designed for use with desktop publishing applications, is all you need to convert your photos into a higher quality and more realistic looking chromed image. This is a 2D plug-in, which means it must be used with a 3D image - it will not work with 2D images. For example, if you have a clipart image, you must convert it into a 3D image and then use the
plugin. Key Features: Convert images into realistic looking chromed images Adjust the saturation, grain and luminosity of the image Basic controls - choose which effects to apply on the image Basic controls - choose which effects to apply on the image Lightness (clarity) controls the luminosity of the image (it is measured from 0 - 1) Control the number of the brushes to use (1 to 9) There are
11 brushes to choose from. Choose the brush you want to use and apply the effect to the image with the click of a button Basic controls - choose which effects to apply on the image Lightness controls the luminosity of the image 10 effects to apply: Saturation controls the saturation of the image Grain controls the amount of grain in the image Lightness controls the luminosity of the image (it is
measured from 0 - 1) Key Features: Saturation controls the saturation of the image Grain controls the amount of grain in the image Lightness controls the luminosity of the image 4 effects to apply: Chromaticity controls the balance of the colors in the image Hue controls the color of the image Key Features: Chromaticity controls the balance of the colors in the image Hue controls the color of
the image 4 effects to apply: Metallic controls the amount of shine in the image Color controls the color of the image Cyan controls the color of the image Key Features: Metallic controls the amount of shine in the image Color controls the color of the image Cyan controls the color of the image Basic controls - choose which effects to apply on the image Black & White controls the amount of
grays in the image There are 3 levels of grays in the image, from 0 (no grays)
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The iKolor Suite can create fun photo effects and special effects, and bring your images to life with more than 100 professional photo effects. Enhance and color correct photos in a snap. Add text, borders, frames, animations, transitions and captions. Bring your imagination to life with a huge variety of photo filters, special effects, stickers and overlays. Quickly organize and share your digital
memories with great templates, frames, and background music. Create professional quality movies, slideshows, greeting cards, and photo books. More About Classic Photo & Video Effects Classic Photo & Video Effects is a series of easy-to-use plugins to add more professional effects to your image editor. What's more, all of these plugins are built on Cef, which is a cross-platform graphic
library. This will enable you to take advantage of different platforms like Windows, Mac OS X, Android, and so on. There are 20+ effects plugins for you. If you are the editor, you can use these plugins to enhance images and make them more professional. Easy Photo Movie Maker Description: The iKolor Suite can create fun photo effects and special effects, and bring your images to life with
more than 100 professional photo effects. Enhance and color correct photos in a snap. Add text, borders, frames, animations, transitions and captions. Bring your imagination to life with a huge variety of photo filters, special effects, stickers and overlays. Quickly organize and share your digital memories with great templates, frames, and background music. Create professional quality movies,
slideshows, greeting cards, and photo books. More About Frame Photo Gallery Frame Photo Gallery is a collection of frames, effects and captions to add unique style to your photo. It includes 11 pre-made frames, 1 photo gallery and 1 photo effect frames. More About Photo Effect For Facebook Photo Effect For Facebook is a special collection of photo effects for Facebook. With many photo
effects and options, you can quickly and easily make your pictures stand out with a unique style. Photo Editor iPhone The iPhone’s Photo Editor allows you to touch up, sharpen, or add special effects to photos, like zooming in on the screen or zooming out to create the illusion of going on a trip. You can also apply quick fixes and adjust brightness, contrast, and saturation. You can add a filter to
the photo or do more advanced adjustments like applying a special effect or adjusting color and tonal values. More 1d6a3396d6
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There are two main functions in the plugin: Color Saturation and Grain. Color Saturation is the ability to adjust the color saturation of a specific image. Grain is the ability to adjust the level of grain the image has. How to use You can find help in the help section. Settings There are two main settings to tweak. You can change the texture's color saturation in the Color Saturation tab: If the texture
you choose in the color selector has no color saturation, this tab will not be displayed. You can change the grain of the texture in the Grain tab: If you change the texture's color saturation in the Color Saturation tab, the Grain will stay at its default value. Change 'Control Image Saturation' to 'Off' to only affect the color of the texture itself. History 2011-11-29 Version 0.1 Fixes a bug that was
displaying the wrong color saturation amount. Note If you have a large number of textures, or you use the plugin frequently, you should define a color selector to restrict the colors that can be used in the plugin. 2010-10-13 Version 0.0 First released. Instructions How to use Install in the plugin list or in the plugin manager. Adjust the color saturation of the image. If the image has no color
saturation, then the Color Saturation tab will not be displayed. Change 'Control Image Saturation' to 'Off' to only affect the color of the texture itself. Adjust the grain of the image. If you change the grain in the Grain tab, then the image will change in real time as you adjust the texture's color saturation. Using Textures To use a texture in the plugin, simply choose it in the color selector. Then
click 'Use as Image'. You can now create your images that would look chrome-like with Metallize. If you want to use this texture as a brush, then just assign it to the brush tool's Mixer tab. If you want to use the texture as the current color, then right-click on a color then choose 'Paste As Texture' and follow the usual steps. Note You can make a texture that is made of a combination of colors. For
example: red, orange, yellow, green

What's New In Metallize?

Metallize is a simple Paint.net plugin that can adjust an image's color saturation, grain ammount and luminosity so it would look chrome-like. It doesn't require any special action on your part, all you need to do is adjust the color saturation and the other two sliders in the interface and let the plugin do the rest for you. No extra tools are needed. It supports all versions of Paint.net (0.2.2 or later)
Changelog: v1.0.3 • Added new settings menu item - Saturation: which lets you manually adjust color saturation. • Added the Grain Amount control which lets you manually adjust the amount of grain in an image. • Added the Luminosity control which lets you manually adjust the level of luminosity in an image. • Fixed a minor bug that caused the result to not be accurate. v1.0.2 • Fixed a bug
in the code that caused the plugin to crash when a picture was saved without the plugin (e.g. with the plugin turned off). License: MIT License Credits: Metallize was developed by Tromp Williams and Tobias Martin. About: Metallize is free software for Windows. You can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the MIT license. Read MIT License in the plugin folder. Implementation
Notes: Metallize is a simple Paint.net plugin that can adjust an image's color saturation, grain ammount and luminosity so it would look chrome-like. It doesn't require any special action on your part, all you need to do is adjust the color saturation and the other two sliders in the interface and let the plugin do the rest for you. No extra tools are needed. It supports all versions of Paint.net (0.2.2 or
later) What You Need: • Paint.net 0.2.2 or later • Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10 •.NET Framework 3.5 • Make sure Paint.net is installed in your system path (e.g. C:\Program Files\Paint.net ) • Photoshop CS4 or higher • PhotoStudio CS4 or higher How To Use: Once you've installed Paint.net you'll need to download the plugin files and decompress the zip archive to the Paint.net plugins folder (e.g.
C:\Program Files\Paint.net\plugins ). If you're running Paint.net on Windows 7 then you'll have to enable the full.NET framework in the Windows Start menu. Open Paint.net and click on the 'Plugins' button on the upper right. Click on the 'Install from zip archive' link. In the File name box,
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System Requirements For Metallize:

Supported : Operating System : Windows 7 SP1 64-bit Processor : Intel® Core™ i5-2500, Intel® Core™ i7-3770, Intel® Core™ i7-4790, Intel® Core™ i7-6700HQ, or AMD Phenom™ II X3 720 Memory : 4 GB Graphics : Intel® HD Graphics 4000 / Radeon® R9 270X or NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 660 Hard Disk Space : 6 GB Screenshots: Developer:
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